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To examine the effect of structural faCtors on the
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suspense by a positive ending for.young children and by the'"just
world" ending for-older children. Fourth, overall liking of a story
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1

Abstract.
co.

,A developmental model of story liking is.proposed fpr suspense stories.

The model predicts that: (a) reader identification increases with 'greater

Orceived similarity between Character an&reader; (b) increased

(- identification leads to greatef suspense; (c) liking of outcome is a
.

joint function of character valence (good or bad character) and outcome

valence (positive or negative outcome); and (d) overall liking Of story

increases with greater identification, greater suspense, and greater

liking of outcome. The-model was tested by haVIng 2nd,.4th, and. 6th.

grade children rate suspense stories on -10 affective scales. Results

showed that similarity to character increased reader identification, and

increased identification produced more suspense. A strong developmental

trend in evaluations of story endings was found: young children preferred

positive outcomes regardless of the valence of the character but older

children liked positive endings for-good characters andonegative endings
,

for bad characters. This finding was interpreted as,evidence for

.. acquiation of the "just world" belief. Overall'story liking was

predictedby independent contributions of character identification,

suspense, and,liking of-Outcome using path analysis. The results

supported the proposed model of story appreciation'.

42'
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The Developmenc of Story Liking:

Character Identification, Suspense, and Outcome Resolution.

a

Children's story preferences change as they become older; this may

2

I

be due to'changing.preferences for.content or to structural

chaiecteristics of stories. This paper examines 06 effect of structural

factors on the develOpment of story appreciation in order to answer some
I

basic questions about the development of affecte responses to stories:

Which character attributes
Itt

lead to strong reader identification? How

does reader identification affect the rea'der's feeling of suspense and

liking of stories? How do character valence (good or bad character) and,

a.

outcome valence (positive orftegative outcome) affect"the reader's,

enjoymeqt of stories? . 0

In'recent:years-the dominant-psychological-theory-of-stories has

been the story grammar Approach.(Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart,.

1975; Stein & Glenn; 1979). Story grammars analyze stories in terms of .a

)

sequence of categories (e.g., internal response,- attempt, outcome) that

represent the plans underlying the goal-directed actions of the

prota'gonist. .These theories do not take the reader's aFfective responses

into account and so ate unable to,ekplain the.reader's feeling of

suspense or identification with a story character.

The structural affect theory of stories (Brewer & Lichtenstein,

1981,'1982, Note 1), attempts to incorporate'reader affect into an

overall theory of the story schema. Brewer and'Lichtenstein have.argued

that story grammars are descriptions of goal7directed:event sequences and

-do not describe the unique properties that distinguish the subclass of

et,
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_stories from the laiger class of coherent narratives. they postulate
A

that the crucial characteristic that distinguishes stories from

3

narratives is that stories are. structured to evoa a_particular affective

response pattern in. the reader. They have described three different

types of story'discourse structures that elicit three distinct affective

responses: suspense, surprise, and curiosity. We have dhosen to focus on

.,' the suspense discourse structure because it is the most common of the

three and also because the process of character identification is very.
rt7

important in this type of story.

Brewer and,LiChtenstein(1981, 1982),propose that if a text'L
o

discourse structure has the-potential to arouse and resolve an affective

response' it will be judged to be. a story, and that if it succeeds in

NI. arousing and resolving'-the reader's affective response it will be liked

(see also Berlyne, 1971 and Zillman, 1980). The discourse structure for

suspense Stories begins with do initiating event that,alerts the reader

that a significant consequence could happen to 1-ie story's protagonist.

The uncertainty and anticipation of possible outcomes leads the reader to

feel suspense;' The discourse structure for suspense stories provides a
411

resolution at the end of the story, and the overall pattern of arousal

and resolution leads to a pleasurable feeling.

The structuralaffect theory must be elaborated in several respects.

in order to explain the reader's identification with story characters.

We claim that suspense is not merely uncertainty about the outcome. A 1

story may describe someone discovering a damp book of matches in a

, e
forest. The uncertainty of whether a match will strike does not by

, .

itself cause suspense, bdt if the discoverer is a hiker lost in a
.,,..

A,



blizzard the& the uncertainty would be fikely'to cause suspense. .,The
. n

° 0.
difference is that in the second case the outcome ,constitutes a

.significant consequence for the character.

Additionally, it is important that the reader care about the

character who will experience a significant consequence. A narrative

that describes a deserted shack containing only an ordinary, chair that is '

threatened by an oncoming avalanche will not arouse much suspense In the

reader. Despite the significant consequence,for the chair, -readers will

not feel suspense because they do not substant2aLly care about the chair.

howecye , theoccup'antsof the shack is .a person, then the readeris

much more likely to feel suspense. Similarly, if there'are two human

cha-racters in a story, readers are likely,to feel more suspense when the

better liked character experiences danger.

-Literary_scholars have used the term character Identification to

describe the process whereby readers put themselves.in the Place of a

character and'experience what the chaTacter.feels (Altenbernd & Lewis, .

"4.)
' 1969). There is consideiable agreement among literary scholars that the

greater the ,degree of similarity between the reader and the,. character,

the .greater the degree of identification that will'result.(AltfInbernd &

Lewis r; 1969; Perrine, 1959). We tested this hypothesis in the present '

' study by including three character attributes that seem particularly

important in perceptions of similarity: age, sex,.and character valence"

(good or bad character).

In the structural approach to story appreciation the problem of the

interaction of character valence (good or bad character) and outcome

_resolution (positive or negative outcome) must also te considered.
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Friedman (1975) and Chatman (1978) have argued that narratives structured

so that good characters experience positive endings and bad Characters'

experience negative endings are intrinsically satisfying,0whereas-

narratives structured so that good characters experience negative endings

add bad characters experience positive endings are intrinsically

unsatisfying. We. claim that readets' intuitions about satisfying endings

derive in part from a: sense of moral justice. Lerner's "Tust world

tgpothesis".'describes.the belief system which guides the. moral evaluation

of outcomes in the real world (1980;-Lerner,.Miller, & Holmes, 1976). _He

claimS that the moral attitude of expecting good: to triumplkand evil to

fail is peryasive in social judgment. The just world -hypothesis predicts

that readers will prefer stortes structured so thatgood characters
6 c

obtain positive outcomes and bad characters obtain negative outcomes over

the positive character - negative outcome and bad character-positive

outcome stories. .

Lerner, Miller and Holmes (1976) specul4ethat the genesis of the

just world belief occurs early in the moral development process.

Children learn to expect that their misbehavior will be punished and good.

behavior rewarded. ThiS belief becomes generalfzed'so that,it peitains

to everyone the child knows, including characters in stories. Judgment

of the just world In stories involves ,considering two types of

information at the same time: - character. valence and.outcome va]ence.

Young chadren may not combine both types in the mature judgment. for a

number of reasons: they may have not learned, yet that both of these two

factors are involved in evaluating outcomes, or they may be unable to

combine two sources. of information in the, judgment process. Zillman and

8



Cahtor (1977) have reported data.of2nd and 3rd graders' appreciation_of

i positive and negative outcomes that occur to good and bad story

charaCters. From our perspectiVe their data show that their subjects

used.an immature forth ofAustmorld reasoning; outcome valence exerted

more influerice on the outcome-liking judgment than character valence.

Thus,we expected to find ,a developmental progression during the grade'

. .
.

....-school years of better integration of-the two types of information..
-- .

There is evidence which suggests that-Children's appreciation of
.

suspense do stories alsodevelopeS," Research with adult subjects (Brewer

,..5, Lichtenstein; 1981; Note 1) has demonstrated that thy. structural
a P

' . F

mechanisms that stimulate and resolve suspense in.Stories.powerfully
\,.

increase.story liking. Zilman:", Hay, and Bryant (1975) haveShown-are.

same finding in 7and,8 year old children. Research on'clhanging story

--preferences-of-children-durihg.early childhood (Ashley, 1972;

Weintraub, 1973)' suggests that older elementary schpolchildren

appreciate suspense more. Thus, we predict that suspense will more

strongly cause story liking for older Children.

We systematically varied the age, gender, and character valence

lu

(good or bad character) of 'story characters in order to provide a test of

whether perceived similarity increases identification. 'Character 1

identification, in turn, was predicted tonincrease suspense. Also,

character identification.and suspense were expected to have independent
. .

effects
.

fects in-increasing-overall-liking for story.- In order to assess the .

development ,of-the just world belief in the liking of outcomes, stories

were written in which charaCter valence and outcome valence were

systematically .combined to result in four'types of ,stories: a good or bad

" :
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ch(..

, -
aracter' in a story received' eitHex a positive or negative outcome. It .

, .

was expected that the outcomes'in the good character-pOsitive'outcome:and
4

bad character - negative outcome. stories would be lik&I Morethttn the

outcothet.in the other,two combinationd.. Data by Zilaman and Cantor

- '
(1977). suggest that.2nd -and.3rd graders use an.imMature form,of just

world reasoning. We tested. 2nd, 4th; and6th graders to assess

developmentd1 changes in thejust world belief.

Methdd

Sub'ects,

PartiipipanEs in this study were second semester wnd, 4th, and 6th.
.

. grade. children. Mean ages and age, ranges .ware: 2nd Grade (M =7.2; 6.1

, -

.--i to 8.4), 4th Grade OA = 9:3; 8.1 to 10.5), and ON Grade (M.= 11.3; 1(1.3

to 12.0). Equal number of males and females were, tested atheaCh grade.'

level: 44 2nd graders, 64 4th graders, and 64 6th graders.

Procedure
t

Fourth and sixttLgrade classes were given packets.of four'stories to

read their normal classroom. situation. 8aehAstory was, about three

pages long each, and was followed by two pages'of questions. Sixth

graders took, on the average, about 20 minutes to.read the-four storte-g\ ,

and Answer the questions,.and the fourth graders took about,50 minutes.

Second.graders weie individually testeft in a room outside the classroom.
. ,

Three.stories were read to the children as. well as the questions.
_

Testing 'time was approximately 30 minutes. The 2nd graders were read'the

stories amd tested individually because pretesEing indicated that -they

experienced great difficulty in reading the written stories and using the
N .

measurement scales by themselyes, whereas the 4th and 6th graders did .so

A
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0 fairly readily. It was thus necessarY-to read thestories to the grid,
(; .'' -

graders inorder to increase the uniformity of,story comprehension Across

8

the grades..

Materials
4.. , --.

.. _ ,

Fout'liase stories were written to: licit an attecti.ve-,response.Of-%
ti, q I

,-
:,.

subpense-in.the reader. Using Brewer, andLiehtenstein'P,(v1981, 082,,
.
,.

Note' 1):structural.affect theorY of stories, as a guide, each base story
A.- e

. \
,

. ' .

was written ad,that thetrain char0acter faced a significant 'consequence in
- . . .

, --- ,- a. .

the story-(seeAppendix Agora sample story text):"' After introductory
, -

material arid -ago paragraphs of characterization, the,character, was, either
./

endangered or .lost a ualuable object,. The suspense was resolved in.eaCh,

cage with either a".positive or negative outcome ending. FouFtindependent°

variable's determined the attributes of-Athe aain Character in,Che stories
,

and the-odtcOme of.the story: .(a).sex of character, (b) age of,charatOer

a

(adult vs. child) (c) character valence. (good vs.' bad), and (d) outcome

Valep.te (positive vs. negative,;ending):' These'four,variables were
4

.

.toMpletelji:cros'sed, resulting iR 16 versions of each base story.
. , _ ... .

Charactergender. Charactersgender wasdescribed,by'giving the
' q 9 - '

, ' -. A E

characters clearly masCulina or feminine names and referring to them wall' ''
,

. .

. gender - marked pronouns: Care was taken in writing stories to avoid any
e . . .

.se4c-stereotyped ationvso that the male and4female versions would .be:
r ..

.

equally plausible stories.

CharaCterage. Story characters were Portrayed as either adults or

children.

Cbllins,"

thereafter

Adults were referred to
/

/

in the first line of the story and with the first name only

with the adult title, e.g., "Mr.-David

Several references were made in the characterization section



r.

...

aracteT wife Orhuband, children, tyPe:of employment, and
v ., / . 7 -.

other references to age were made in the latter part of the
.

. c ...,
. :,

__.

The child characters were deSCribed to he of an unspecified grade

school age, and several teferenced-to them interacting with their friends.
.,.

atschool-reinfonced thi.description. As with sex of Character,. the
. . .

. ..; '".4;
. . r .

. .<
.'stories were writ-ten sothat the actions of ehe characters.would be

,. ,.

$

equally plausible fore either age. The4q4r stories described the
.

.

character: .(a) going .with frtends to.a cabin idthe wocids,for the

.
weekend, `('b) going skiingtor the

t.4
.

'.. .il

.0n---a:yindy day and chasing it, and (d)cleaning out garbage'from a

garage. . These actions were thodght to be sAfficieritly neutral and
\

4 \ 4 "amenable to stories with male .61. fe male characters of either chiliPor

first time, (c)-losing somet'paper money

.addlt age.

Character valence. Character valence was in'dicated by recounting
, o . ,

several incidents of either good or bad behavior in thecharacterizatIon- ..o

.,
.- .'

4 'ection. For instance,. the :bad child in the "apide'r", story lied to his
.-116 ,

.". ,
1- . a

. or her classmates, hit them "told on them to the :teacher, and was. 0
, ._..

.

described as being inconsiderateto other people and self-centered. 'Good,

.%.
characterswere described7as honest; friendly, helpful, likeable, and

conskderate, and these attributes were illustrated sAth concrete examples

'of behavior. For adult chp.racters these characterizations were rewritten

-slightlyto make them,appropriate for older persons.
e

. t

.

.

'Outcome valence. The-narratives ended with either. a, positive or a
, ..- : o

negae,i've outcome: yoSitive butcomes'were-fortuitous avoidance of
. 4 C , , .-

d. V o
'physical harm or loss: the main oharactedWas not bitten in the 4Spider"i/

.. . -

dtbryo fell ddwn but was not hurt'in the-"Skiing Story,. successfully. tan
1-

. E,

tL

..
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away from a swarm /of bees in the "Bees" storyi'-and successfully rpEovered

lost money in the 0$100 Bill" story. In thi'a negative outcomes, the main

character was ,turt by the spider, pees,'or the skiing accident, and lost

the, $100 bill. The,described injuries. were serious and painful but not-'

10

life-threatening.

Manipulation checks. Ratings of a random sample of the stories (36

out of theTtotal 64) by a group of adult subjects verified thit the

descriptions of the character and -the outcome were unambiguous. Using a

-
seven-point scale, 1 = "not .at all" and 7 = "very," the Characters' sex

7 and age were judged to be clearly described cm .= 6.8'+ and m = 6.6..

respectively), 'and-the characters' actions'were.judged to be plaus'ible

for their sex and age (m:= 6.0 Le,nd m = 5.4). Character valence was

accurately categorized (96%), as was outcome valence (97%). Good.'

Characters were judged 'to be very good (m 7 6.3) and the bad characters

were very bad (m Positive.outcomes,were judged to be ver

positive 612 =.6,3) and'negati!iie outcomes were very negative (m =

'Design-
,

4
The overall design included six completely ..crossed factors: Grade

Subject '(3) X. Sex of .Subject (2) X Sex of Character (2) X Age of

Cha'racter (2) X Chara'Cter Valence (2),X Outcome Valence (2). Sixteen
,

versions of each of the four base stories were written for each possible

combination of Sex of Characte:-,..Age of Character, Character Valence, and

1.
Outcome Valence. Each of the 6th and 4th grade subjects received four

stories and .each 2nd grade subject received. three stories, each from a

different base story. Each 4th and.6th grade subject received one of

each of the following combinations: a good character-positt e outcome
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story, a good-negative, a bad-positive, and a bad-negative, Second

graders received three of these four story types chos2r.i t random within

the constraints of the balanced design. Also, 4th and 6th srade subjects

received .stories equally divided by sex of character and age-bf

character.

Dependent Variables

After' each story the children[were asked 10 questions concerning how .

they felt about the story; The.children made their responses on a

seven-point scale. To make responding easier for the younger children

t.4

. the numbers were placed in a' graded series of boxes: #1 was in the

smallest box and #7 was ,in the largest box. Explicit instruction and
7

practice in how to use the scale insured that all respondents knew how to

use it. The following questions are listed in the order they were asked:
rzY

(1) Perceived similarity: The main character in this story is X. How

much like X do you think you are? In other words, how similar do you

think you are to this character? (2) Like character. How much did you

like X? (3) Beco' character. Sometimes when you read a story you

actually seetou self as the story aracter. In a funny sort of way you

become the other person. Did you see yourself as X or not? (4)

Suspense. When X was in danger in the story.,.bow much did you worry about

how the story would come out? ,(5) Like outcome. How much did you like

the ending of the story: (6) Like story. How much did you like the

story? (7) Care About Character. 1:1hen-you read a story you usually.
ma.

either care about what happens- to the character or you don't. How much

did yod,care about' what happened to X in this story? (8) Exciting. Did

t.

you think the story was exciting? (9) Surprising. Did'yOu think the

14
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story was surprising? (10) Sad. Did you think the story_was sad?

Results

To test whether base story form or order of presentation had any

systematic effect, Scheffe posthoc tests (using p = .05) were performed

on all 10 dependent variables. No significant differences were found

between the four base stories or for order of presentation. Each

dependent variable was analyzed with the sixfactor ANOVA design: Grade

of Subject (3) X Sex of Subject (2) X Sex of Character Age of Character

(2) X Character Valence '(2) X Outcome Valence (2). (See Table 1 for

means of the main effects.) Since the character and outcome factors were

not completely crossed with subjects, all factors were considered as

between subject factors in the analysis. A conservative level of

significance = .01) was chosen because of the large number of

observations. The results of the three descriptive Nariables, Exciting,

Surprising, and Sad, are not reported because they were not involved in

",any,major predictions. They were useful as manipulation checks, however,

and helped verify that character valence and outcome valence were

perceived by the subjects as intended.

Insert Table 1 about here

A consistent finding for most of the dependent variables was a Grade

of Subject main effect; the younger subjects gave higher ratings than

older subjects. This "Pollyanna" effect was not of major interest

because it may be attributable to a higher motive of social desirability

for younger-children, to individual testing of the 2nd graders,or to the

content, of the stories being more interesting to younger subjects. The

15
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results involving interactions with Age of Subject are of greater

interest.

(1) Perceived Similarity. As epected, subjects strongly perceived

more similarity to good characters tan to bad characters, F(1,542) =

167.1, p < .001. Also, a significant Sex of Subject X 'Sex of Chapacter

interaction was found, F(1,542) = 11.21, p < .001, which`indicates that

girls felt greater similarity to female characters and boys to male

characters.

(2) Like'Character. The Character Valence main effect, F(1,542) =

643.1, p < .001, was very strong in the predicted direction: good

characters were better liked. The significant Sex of Subject X Sex of

Character interaction, F(1,542) = 9.51,43 < .005, shows that same-sex

characters were better liked.

(3) Become Character. Character Valence, F(1,541) = 78.5, p < .601,
0

again showed a significant main effect in the expected direction--readers

more readily took the perspective of good characters. The Sex .of_Subject

X Sex of Character interaction was significant, F(1,541) = 6.63, p <

reinforcing the importance of gender similarity.

(4) Suspense. The Character Valence effect, F(1,541) = 68.3, p <,

.001, indicates that more suspense was felt during stories that featured

good characters.

(--JA-ke-Outcome. 0u-t-come-VaIence-,'F(1,5414_7....35-a,_p_< .001,

strongly affected liking of outcome:-positive outcomes were preferred'

over negative outcomes. The Grade X Outcome.Valence interaction,

F(2,541) Fr- 15.7, p < .001, showed that this. preference was most

pronounced in the youngest subjects and almost disappears by 6th grade.
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A

-
The Character Valence X Outcome. Valence interaction, F(1,541)= 26.7, p <

.001, illustrated that liking of outcome depended upon which type of,

character received which type of 'outcome-. A positive outcome for a good

character was liked (m = 5.82), but a negative outcome for a good

character was disliked (m = 3.97); the two outcomes fbr the bad Character

were rated in between (positive = 4.58, negative = 4.45). The Grade X

Character Valence X Outcome Valence interaction, F(2,541) = 5.65, p <
0

.005, supports the prediction that children of different ages would show

a distinctive pattern of means for the interaction of these two variables

(see Table 2). Second graders displayed a preference for positive

outcomes over negative outcomes, the fourth graders evidenced the pattern

noted above for the entire subject population, and the sixth graders
VC'

showed the pattern predicted by the just world hypothesis: positive

outcomes for good4characters and negative outcomes for" bad characters

were liked more than the other two combinations. ,

.

--Insert Ta-ble-2---a-bout--here

-"-

(6) Like Story. The Character Valence main effect, F(1,539) =

0

< .001, shows that stories with good characters were liked more than

ones with bad characters.

(7) Care about Character. A main effect for CharaCter Valence was

found, F(1,540) = 106.9, p < :001, which indicates that readers cared

about' good character5:more-thanTbad ones.

Structural Model

We can draw five general conclusions from the ANOVA results. First,

gender similarity between character and reader led to increased perceived



similarity, liking of characterand.seeihg oneself as the character

(Become 'Character). Second, Age of Character, which was predicted to

affect these same variables, did not yield significant differences.

Third, Character Valence proved to be a powerful variable; it caused-main

effects or was involved in interactions for all ten of the dependent

variables._ PrincipallY, it led to greater perceived similarity,

identification, suspense, and,liking of the story. Fourth, Outcome.
---., . 0

. , .
. ,

.
.

Valence only caused.differences in liking of outcome. And fifth, the

- \

.
interaction of Charadter-Valence and Outcome Valence liking o

the outcome? particularly for the older subjects. Except for theqack of

'age similarity effects,_all findings were predicted.

However, the ANOVA results do not answer a number of other important,

questions posed earlier. Do readers who perceive similarity between

themselvesand story char;,,cters also like and take the perspective of the.

characters more? If a reader identifies with the story character, will

this lead to increased suspense? Do. readers who feel more suspense

during a story like the story, more? Affff-flailly, which of-these-numerous

variables best predicts ,cmerall story liking? The ANOVA results cannot
0

answer these queStions since none of these variables mentioned were

manipulated in the design. Path analysis is an effective analytic method

in cases where non-manipulated variables are predicted*to affect each

other in a temporal causal sequence (Duncan,1975; Kenny,.1979). If one

has a theory:OatAmstulatesa causal ordering between variables, the

piedicted causal model can be empirically tested-With the-path-analysis-

method.

Predictions. The predicted model of story liking for the-variables



measured in this experiment is shown in Figure 1. The first prediction

16

is that three exogenouS variables, Character Valence, Age Similarity, and

Insert Figure 1 about here

a ;

Gender SiMilarity will all lead to greater'Perceiied Similarity. .Second,
.

Perceived Similarity should increase identification with the character,

measured by-lake Character and BecoMe Character. -Identifying with the

,charaCter, in turn, should increase Suspense since readers shouldfeel

more concern abouCthese characters. Fourth, a ,reader's liking of the
, .

outcome of the story shOuld'be determined by.the-Just World belief
3

ant
..,.,

. . _

Suspense. The contribution of Suspense on Like'Outcome results from the

fact that suspense is resolved. by the outcome. And finally; Like'Story

should be Caused by identifying with the character, feeling suspense, and

liking the outcome.

The procedure for testing this overidentified recursive model was to

employ a series of hierarchical multiple regressions to determine

significant patterns of covariance between variables. A backwards

deletion method was used, with those variables whose coefficients met the

criterion of p < .10 being retained for subsequent-regressions. For

example; testing of.the causal paths to the variable, Suspense, required

three stepst all exogenous variables on Suspense, retained variables from
.

step 1pluaPerceived Similarity on Suspense, and retained variables from

step 2 plus the two identification variables on Suspense. Those path

coefficients_with a 2 < .05 will be reported; Cley are, represented in the

figures by solid arrows.' 'Since the main concern of the pres: tudy is

with developmental changes in story liking processes, resul:.:2 c the

19
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structural models are reported by grade., Also, because the number of

obserVations in'the 2nd grade is half that.of the 4th-and 6th grades

unstandardized regression coefficients and the standard error of

measurement are reported, instead of beta weights.

Results. In a -first inspection of the three path models summarizing

the three grade,groups (see Figuies 2, 3, and 4) it is evident that the

predicted model is largely substantiated, particularly for the older

a

-Insert,Figures 2, 3, and 4 about here

1

groups. The chi-square statistic has been proposed as a sensitive test

for measuring the discrepancy between estimated values (in thiT case the

derived model) and obtained values (Land, 1973;.tNie, Hull, Jenkins,
.3

Stein br enne r , &-Bent, 1975) A small value of chi-square indicates a good

fit between the model and the - actual data. A chi-square test performed

on the three age grodp models demonstrated a c-cse-Ifit between estimated

and obtained values (2nd,grade: x.2(34). 14:95, 2 > .90; 4th grade:'
o

Z(30) = 5.31, p > .90; and 6th grade: 2e(28) = 7.39; 2.> .90).

Unstandardized regression weights and the, standard ern:ir pf measurement

are reported for each significant path included in the three path models.

The significance level, amount of explained variance, size of sample, and

intercept for each included variable are reported in Appendix B.

Character valence-and similarity in gender and age were predicted to

lead to'greater perceived similarity. .SubjectS perceived.Similarity

primarily on the basis of' whether the, character was good or bad,-and

--there-was -only_weak:Contribut_ion_froM the other two varidbles'....-These

paths replicate the character valence and gender similarity findings
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reported in the ANOVA section above. As predicted, Perceived Similarity,

caused significantly greater identification, even at the earliest age.
-

However, Character Valence had a direct influence on.identification'in

addition to its indirect effect through Perceived Similarity. It was

hypothesized that all of the effect of ale three-character traits would

be mediated by Perceived Similarity, but subjects also liked an aspect of

the goodcharacters-
,

nature that was distinct from perceived similarity.

The same was found for taking the perspective of the character, Become

Character.

The engendering of suspense changed with age. The models for 2nd

and 4th graders show that only sympathetic identification,Jdke

Character, caused greater suspense, but by 6th grade both identification'

variables affected it. Also, the relation'between sympathetic

identification, Like Character, and SuSpenie becomes stronger over these

four. years suggesting,that.caring about .a character became more important.

with age.

One determinant ofLikeOutcomefollowed a clear developmental

pattern: the just world belief system. The\threeway interaction.of.

Grade, Character Valence, and Outcome Valence reported earlier in Table 2

is described by the three path"mcdels. Second graders rely primarily on

outcome information, but by 4th grade readers' begin to make a moral

ent about who should receive loositive'and.negative outcomes. By 6th

grade, mature-form of the just world belief dominates. Another

developmental inding was that suspense did not predict Like Outcome

until 6th grade. is indicates that resolution of suspense, e.g.;

__Outcome-VaIence and Just World, strongly affects the judgment,of.outtome
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liking, but unresolved suspense alone increases outcome liking only in a

small way.

The endpoint of the model, overall story liking, shows three

developmental trends. First, the 2nd graders' path model includes a, path

from Perceived' Similarity to Like Story. %y 4th grade the more

mature form is evident; similarity exerts an indirect influence, on story°

likidg through character identifickion. Thus, older children are'better

able to integrate the processes of perceiving similarity between

themselves and characters, identifying with the characters, and liking

e

the story.. SecJqd, unresolved suspense does not contribute a significant

amount of uniqv'variance to story. liking in 2nd grade but by 4th grade

it does. Although identification influenced suspense in 2nd graders this

heightened suspense does not directly increase story liking; itistead it

only has an indirect "effect through liking.of outcome. Thus, it seems

that:40 and 6th graders like stories if they are suspenseful regardless

. -
of how they are resolved, but 2nd. graders prefer suspenseful stories that

are resolved with a happy ending. Third, empathic identification,.the

Become Character variable, does not become part of the story'liking

process until t.1,e 6th grade when it' begins to have an indirect effect

through suspense.- The measurement of empathic identification is perhaps

less reliable for young children 'due. to their less de loped

meta-cognitive skillS, so this apparent developmental trend may be; more

due to measurement difficulty Ulan to a true developmental progression.

In sum then, children display an increasing. sophistication over the
w,

four years fiom 2nd to 6th grade in their ability to integrate several

affective appraisal processes. in.theit'-determination -of -hOW-Mddh-they--

o
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like.a story.
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.

The proposed modei.of story liking was substantially validated by

1 ' . ..

the data. Four critical causal. links ,Were demonstrated to operate in the'
-, . -. :v. &

eppraisal;%procesa of evaluating a story. First, similarity was found to .

be a "major basis for identifying with a character. 'Second, sympathetic

caring for 'a story character caused suspense when the' character faced a

significant consequence, a finding-prediCted by a number of investigators

(Brewer & Lichtenstein, 1981; Tannenbaum_& Geer,- 1965;. Zillman, Hay, &

Bryant, '1975). Third, liking of the story'ar'outcome was determined by

resolution of suspense by a positive ending for young children and by the

just world ending for older children (Friedman, 1975; Lerner, Miller, &

Holmes, 1976; Tannenbaum & Gaer, 1965; Zillman & Cantor, 1977). The data

,showed a clear developmental progression,in the acquisition of .this

belief. And fourth, overall liking of story was found to be caused by

identification with the story character, suspense, and liking of outcome,.

showing that each of the three major components of the theory made an

independent contribution to the final evaluation of the story.

Of particular interest are the developmental changes in the model.

One path noted in the 2nd graders' model that was not found in the older

grades was the direct influence of perceived similarity on liking of the

story. Children at this age apparently have not yet interposed the

affectiVe ptqceSses'of identifying with a chafacter and feeling suspense

between perceived similarity and story liking; they'simply liked .stories

if the character-was similar t6 themselveS. Also, the 2nd graders',data

failed to support a-causal link between suspense and liking of the storyi.
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suspense had only an indirect influence through liking of outcome. This

suggests that the 2nd graders did not appreciate general suspense, only

suspense that was resolved with;a positive outcome. The older children'

seemed to like unresolied suspense as well as resolved suspense.

The third and most robust developmental finding concerned liking of

outcome. The three age groups show the gradual acquisition of the just

world belief. rtie 2nd graders relied almoseentirely on outcome

information to determine their liking for the story.ending. The. fourth

.grad'ers' ratings, reflected a tendency to CombinetiCharacter valence'and,

outcome valence in making liking judguients about story endings, but

outcome information still exerted a dominant.influence. The sixth

graders shpwed the ability to integrate the two sources of information in
0

,a pattern reflecting the just world belief. One might argue that the 2nd

graders had simply forgotten the character valence information by the

time they were asked to evaluate the outcome. However, this seems

unlikely because the ANOVA results indicate that, all subjects equally

relied upon character valence information in determining liking of

character; thus, the 2nd graders apparently remembered this information

-as well as the older 'subjects.
4

:Also, other evidende (Anderson & Butzin,

1978) suggests that it is unlikely that the 2nd graders were cognitively

unable to combine two types of information in the judgment. It is more

likely that, the younger children had ,not yet developed the just world

belief that character vaience,should be involved in evaluation of

outcomes; instead, they just liked positive .outcomes. Comparison of

these outcome liking data with those of Zillman and Cant* (1977) shows
_ .

that t eir sample of 2nd and 3rd grade children displayed an-intermediate

o' -

f



form of the just world judgment-siMITht-to-the-Ath-grader the
:
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present study. Oy:testing over a 4 'ear age span we were able to trace r

the genesis of,the'justlworld 'belief from an exclusive reliance on

outcome valence 'information to a mature evaluation which involved. a

balanced integration of character valence and outoomeAvalence.

Reliance on outcome information is a distinguishing charageristic

of Piaget's 0932/1965) concept of "moral real.)ism." Moral development,

research which has studied the intention- outcome lid( in moral judgments:

shows that7children before the age of 'seven or eight base judgments of,

n aughtiness, i.e., character valence, on the seriousness of the outcome,
,

largely ignoring intentions of the actor,arniol, 1978; Keasey, 1978).

In contrast, this study Wised character valence as an-independent variable

and tested liking of the outcome as the dependent variable. Despite this

difference, the results of the present study ate similar to these

:findings: the seven-year olds primarily used outcome information to

eveluate-outcomes, whereas the older children,. showed' an increasing
/ .

ability to take character' attributes into account in making the

evaluattOn. However,,the.present finAdings more clipely resemble±Piaget's

(1932/1965) description of "immanent justice" wherein advefsities'are

.

perceived.to,be caused'by prior misbehavior even in cases where causation

is logically impossible (see also Karniol, 1980). Futther.WOrk will be

needed to trace the similarities and differenceS letween immament

justice, the invention- outcome link, and story-based moral. evaluations,

and to avoid posSible artifacts that have been found in previous work,

(e.g., order effect's (Austin' Ruble, & Trabasso, 19771)-.-
o.

We have,proposed and tested a model of story liking derivedtfrom the

7-
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structural-affect .theory of stories Brewer & LichtenStein, 19811982);
.ee ,

.

-
---.--,- . , ,

' e model involves three major,affective processes: identification ,11th - -
..,.,

'the'story character, suspense, and liking of the outcome. All three ware

'found to contribute' to liking of.the overall story, and all were found to
. 0

become better integrated in'the overall process over. the 4'year age span.

frde2ndto 6th grade.,

41.
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1. Brewer; W. F., & Lichtenstein, E. H. An affective and structut.al-
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Footnotes

28

1
The full'set ofstimulus stories which show how mu,7,h emphasis each

.0,

manipulated characteristic received can-be obtained bywrii,J.ng to the

first ,author.

2
The.variable, Care about Character, was highly correlated- with-Like

Character (r = .55) and was thought in retrospect to measure the same

'construct, so only one of the two was chosen for inclusion in the path

analysis. The two were not combined into a single variable because the

resulting variable would have had a significantly reduced error of

measurement in relationto the other variables.

.3The contrast weights for Character Valence,, Outcome Valence, and'the

Just World variable for the four cells: good character-positive outcome;

°
good character-negative outcome; badcharacter-positive outcome and bad

character-negative outcome, were 1, 1, -1, -1; 1, -1; and,1, -1
5

-1, 1 respectively. Thus;' the Just World variable was orthogonal to all ,

other exogenous variables.

4The means 'from.the pertinent Grade of Subject X Character Valence

interaction for liking of character, although nonsignificant, shows that

the 2nd graders made a slightly la= distinction between good and bad

characters than older subjects.

0
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Table 1

Summary Tible-of,Main Effect
ANOVA Means for All Dependent Variables

44

Age of Sub. Sex of Sub., Sex of Char. Age of Char. Char, Valence

Dependent Variable

2nd 4th Gth Male Fem. Male FeM, Child, Adult Good Bad ,Pos. Neg.

Outcome

Perceived 'similarity, 2,9 3.4 3,3 3.2 3.2 3,3 3.1 3.3 3.1 4.2 2.3** 3.2 3.2

Like character 4,4 4,4 3.9* 4,2 4.3 4.3 4,2 4.2' 4.3 5.9 2.6** 4.3, 4.2

Become character 3.1 3.5 3:5 3.3 3.4 3.3 3,4 3.5 ' 3.2, 4.1. '2.6** 3.4 3,4

Suspense 4.9 4.4 . 4.2* '4.4 4.6 4.5 4.4 , 4.5 4.5 5.1 3.8** 4.3 4:7

Likeoutcome 4,7 5.0 4.4 4.7 4,7 4.7. '4.7 4.7 4.7 4 °.9, 4.5 .5,2

Like story , .6:0 5,5 4.8** 5.3 5.5 5.5 5,4 5.4 5.4 5:.8 '5.4 5,5

Care character 5:0 .4,7 4:2** 4.5 4.8 4.7 . 4.6 4.6 .4.6 5,4 3.9** 4.5 417'

5.2 5.1 4.5* 4,0 4.9 5,0 4.8 4.9: 5 0 5:3 4:5** 4.9 5.0 ,

Surprising .4.6 4.5 3,8** 4.2 4,3 4,2° 4.3. .3 4.2 4.6 4,0* :4,4 4.1

Sad.
3.7 2.5 2.3** 2.8 2,9, 2,9.. 2.8 . 2.7 3A 3,0 2,7 2.2 ).5**

Note, A seven-point'scale was
uspd'for all dependent

variables; 1 is the
lowest,value and 7 is the highest value,

p < .001

< .000i

5
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Table 2

Likins of Outcom

Cell Means for the Grade by Cnaracter Valence

by Outcome Valence Interaction

Outcome Valence

Character Valence
Positive, Negative

a
2nd Grade

Good 6.19 3.78

Bad 5.44 3.31

'b
4th Grade

Good

Bad

5.86 4.31,

4.80 5.11

P 6th Grade c

Good 5.41 3.83

Bad 3.52 4,94

Note. A sevenpoint, scale was used to measure liking
of outcome; 1 is the lowest value and 7 is the
highest value. F(2,541)'= 5.65, k < .005.

a
N = 128
b
N = 250

c
N = 256

?.4



Figure. Captions .

Figure 1. Predicted path model of story diking. Note: Independent
,

'variables are signified .by rectangular boxes and dependent variables by.

ovals. The Just World variable is an orthogonal. interaction term of

Character Valence and Outcome. Valence and is represented by a dotted

oval. Solid arrows represent predicted p'aths.

Figure 2.-Derived.path model of story liking'for 2nd Grade. Note:

Solid arrows signify paths significant at the p < :05 level or better.

The-first number of each pair of statistics is the unstandardized °

regression coefficient and the number in parentheses is the standard

error of measurement. N = 128.

-Figure 3._arived path model of story liking for 4th Grade. Note:

Solid arrows signify paths significant at the p < .05 level or better.

The first number of each 'pair of statistics is the unstandardized

regression coefficient and the number in parentheses is the. standard

error of measurement. N = 256.

Figure 4. Derived path model of story liking for 6th Grade. Note:

Solid arrows signify paths significant at the p < .05 level or better.

The first number of each pair of statistics is the unstandardized-

regression, coefficient and the number in parentheses is the standard
1

error of measurement. N = 256.

0
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Appendix A

Sample story -- "Spider"

(bad male child charaCter and negative outcome).

Mike was talking to his cousin, Joe, when Joe asked, "Are you afraid

of spiders?" Mike thought a little bit and said, "No, not really."

Actually, Mike was afraid of spiders but he didn't want to tell his

cousin that he wag. Joe then asked Mike if he'd like to go to his

family's cabin for the weekend. Joe's family had a small cabin back in

the woods. It was used only a few times a year so they often found small

animals inthe cabin.. Mice, bugs, and sometimes birds would live in the.

cabin. And often they would find enormous gray spiders crawling on the

ceiling or under the beds.

Mike wanted to go to his friend's cabin and he wasn't going to be

stopped by a spider. He told Joe that he would like to go. At school he

told some of his classmates that he was going away for the weekend. They

asked him where he was going. He said he was flying to. Texas, which was a

lie. Mike often tells lies to other people, mostly to the children in his

class and to his teae, And sometimes he tells the teacher about things

that other children done to get them into trouble. Most of the kids.

in Mike's class don't like him because he is mean to them. He also likes

to hit other children. Children try hard to-be friendly to Mike, but he

only cares about himself.

On Saturday Joe's familY drove up to the cabin..This :time they

didn't find any mice or. birds in the cabin, but they found lots of bugs.,

After cleaning up .the cabin a little everyone went outside to hike in the,
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forest. Mike'didn't like hiking because he had to walk around so much.

Mike is lazy. He wanted to just sit around. The rest of the group wanted

to hike up, a hill, but Mike complained. He complained about the heat, he

_____--comp latnedthathtsfeethurt-fandhecomplaIned2thathewAR hungry.

,

Because of Mike they had to go back to the .cabin early. The rest of the

group was disappointed. Mike didn't care; he likes making other people

unhappy.

After supper they went to bed because it was late. Mike had a little

room to himself. He went in and closed the door. He put his pajamas on

and was about to get in the bed mhen.he thought. about the spiders. He

looked carefully under the covers and didn't find anything. However, he

didn't see the big gray spider on the ceiling in the corner. Feeling safe

he turned out the light and got into bed. After awhile the large spider

on the ceiling began to crawl down the wall. Mike tossed and turned a

little in bed. When the spider reached the edge of the bed it slowly

stepped onto the blanket. One furry leg at a time it silently walked

across the blanket. Mike was just about asleep. He moved very little now.

Mike started

cat couldn't

him. Even in

dreaming. He dreamed about throwing a cat in some water. The

swim and.was drowning in the water, but Mike just laughed at

his dreams Mike was mean.

Mike was asleep-now. The spider continued walking across the blanket

toward Mike's head. When it got.to the edge of the blanket only inches

away.. from Mike's face, Mike moved in bed. He put his bare arm outside of

the covers right on'top of the spider. The spider bit his hand several

times and then crawled away. It quickly ran down one of the bed's legs

and through a crack in the wall.



Mike didn't feel the bites because he was asleep. However, the next

morning when he woke up he noticed that he felt awful. He had a burning

fever and he felt sick to his°stomach. He noticed his left hand was

----swollen to twice its normal size. It was-red-except-fm. oue small -dace

where it was greenish, in color. The hand ached with pain. Mike felt

awful.



Appendix

Summary Statistics for Path Models, Illures, #2-4/

2nd Grade

Dependent Variables

Perceived Become Like

Similarity Character, Character
Suspense

Like Like

Outcome Story

Independent variables

Age similarity

'Gender similarity

'Character valence

JUst world

Outcome valence

Dependent variables

Perceived similarity

Become character

Like character

Suspense

Like outcome

h 2, b

(se) (se)

1

1.92 '.001,.

(.34)

2 b

(se)

3.11

(.31)

P.

.001

'b

(se)

b

(se)

2 b

(se)

2.

2.23 .001

(.39)"

.42 .001 .19 .012 .18 .008

(.09) (.07) (.07)

.25 .001 .22 .008 , .16 .0i

(.07) (.08) .(.06)

'.16 .002,

(.05)

Intercept

R
2

N

-.91 -1-;84- -:.77 3.76.
,

.20 .16. . .54' .09 ..25 .25

128 128 128 128 .128 128

Note. For each included variable three statistics are reported;. unstandardized regression,coeffitient', level'

of significance, and. tandard error of measurement. ,
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Appendix B (Cent-.)

4th Grade

indent variables

similarity

ier similarity

racter valence

L world

:ome valence

ient'variables

:eived similarity

nue character

character

reuse

outcome.,

Dependent Variables

Perceived

Similarity
Become

Character

Like

Character
Suspense

Like

0utcom
Like

.Story

b 2 b 2 b 2 'b 2 b. b
(se) (se), (se) (se) (se) (se)

.45 .050 .52 .038

(.23# (.25)

1.95 :001 .67 .018 2.07 .001
(.23) (.28) (.23)

.24 .001

(.06)

.63 .009

(.24)

.44 .001 ..38 .001

(:07) (.06)

.75 .001 .17 .002 .19 .001

(.10) (.05) -, (.05)

.10 ,.001

(.03)

.28 .001

(.05)

xcept -.23 .19 -.02 5:40 3.29 2.29

/
.23 ,26 .48 .19 .11 .31

255 255 255 255 .255 255

For each included variable three statistics.are reported; unstandardized regression Coefficient, level
of significaiice, and standard error of. measurement.



Appendix`, Cont.)

6th Grade

?ndent variables

similarity.

ler similarity

ract.er valence

t world

come valence

lent variables,

eitied similarity

racter

\

cnaracter

)ense .

outcome

Dependent Variables

Perceived BeCoMe
Similarity Character,

(se)

.45 .035.

(.21)

.41 .050

(.21)

b , E b E P b P
(se) (se) \ (se) (se) (se).

\ Like

*ranter

1.88 .001 .97 .001 3.02 .001

(.21) (.

.50 , .33 .001

(.06) (.05)

e

.30 , .012

(:12)

\ 74 '.001 .16° .005 .19 .001

(.11) (:06) (.04) 4)

I.
A

.07 '.037 .09 .001

(.03) (.03)

.34 .001

(.04) '

Suspense
Like

Outcome

.63 '.006

(.23)

.37 ;091

(.06)

Like

Story

;rcepC -.80 :,____ '.42 --1.761 1 4.54

26 20 7.681- \ ':27

i

256 256 256. 1 256
J 1

I

2.25

..23

'256

1.83

.40

256

1

For each included variable three statistics are reported; unstanhardiz'ed regression coefficient., devel
of significance, and standard error of measurement. I
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